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1.

Introduction

Salishan languages are well known for their polysynthetic properties. The verb in Salishan languages
consists of a stem as a base and a variety of affixes and clitics. Among those elements that are suffixed to the verb
stem, the applicatives mark the thematic role of the direct object on the verb. Applicatives increase the verb's
semantic valence and can increase the syntactic valence as well. When they attach to intransitive verbs, they form
transitive constructions. The following examples are from Halkomelem: 1
Halkomelem
(1)

(2)

,

(Gerdts: p.c.)

ni?

nero

kWfb

swiwl:Js.

AUX

go

DEI

boy

ni?

n:J ?:Jm- n :l8-:JS

k w8:J

swiwl:JS

kWfb

AUX

gO-DIR+TR-3.ERG

DEI

boy

DEI

'The boy went.'
John.

'The boy went up to John.'

Sentence (1) is an intransitive sentence, having only one argument. The 'boy' is the subject, and has the thematic
role of theme. Sentence (2) is a transitive sentence with an applicative morpheme - n:Js suffixed on the verb,
followed by a third person ergative suffix. The subject is, again, the theme of the motion verb: the 'boy'. 'John' is
the grammatical object, and its thematic role is goal. Halkomelem -n:JS typically attaches to motion verbs, and
signals that the direct object has the thematic role of goal.
Applicatives also form semantically ditransitive verbs from transitive verbs:
Halkomelem
(3)
(4)

(Gerdts: p.c.)
'She broke the stick.'

ni?

l:Jkw-at-:Js

kWfb scest.

AUX

break-TR-3.ERG

DEI

stick

ni?

1:Jk w-61c-t-:Js

to:J

swiwl:Js

?:J

k w8:J

scest

AUX

break-BEN-lR-3.ERG DEI

boy

OBL

DEI

stick

'She broke the stick for the boy.'

Sentence (3) is a transitive sentence, having two arguments. The third person subject is represented as an ergative
suffix following a transitive marker that is also suffixed to the verb. The direct object 'stick' appears without any
oblique marker, and bears the thematic role of theme. Sentence (4) is also a transitive sentence, having two
arguments and an oblique object; however, the direct object 'boy' bears a thematic role other than theme-in this
case, benefactive. The adjunct 'stick', which is the direct object of the verb 'break' without the applicative -Ie
attached, also bears the thematic role of theme in (4), but it is realized as an oblique phrase. Halkomelem -Ie
indicates that the direct object is a benefactive.
Information about applicatives is available for many Salishan languages. However, the classification of the
applicative suffixes is not yet clear. This paper describes a comparative study of applicatives in eighteen Salishan
languages. There are from two to six different applicatives in each of the languages in the study, as shown in Table 1.

* I would like to thank M. Dale Kinkade for comments on an earlier version of this paper. I also wish to express
my appreciation to Donna Gerdts and Charles Ulrich for their comments and suggestions.
1 Abbreviations in this paper are as follows:
AUX
auxiliary
BEN
benefactive
DEI
determiner
ERG
ergative
OBL
oblique
p.c.
personal communication
1R
transitive
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Subgroup
Bella Coola

Language
Bella Coola
Sliammon-Comox
Sechelt
Squamish

Central Salish

Halkomelem
Saanich
Clallam

Tillamook
Tsamosan

Lushootseed
Tillamook
Upper Chehalis

Number of
I applicatives
2
3
3
3
4
3
3
4
3

Northern Interior

Lillooet

6
2

Salish

Thompson

2

Shuswap
Okanagan

2
4

Columbian
Coeur d'Alene

4
4

Spokane

3

Kalispel

3

Southern Interior
Salish

Applicative

-amk, -m
- ?~m, -mi, -ni
-em, -mf, -ni
-si, -min ~ -ni
-as, -Ie, -me?, -n~s
-si, -IJiy, -n~s
-sf, -IJ~, -n~s
-yi, -bi, -di, -el-s
-si, -~wi, -~s
-si, -tmi, -tux Wt, -misl-mn, -ni, -tas/-ts
-xi, -mini-min
-xi, -mi
-xCi), -m(i)
-xi, -1, -tlll, -min
-xi, -1, -t6I, -mi
-si, -1, -t6I, -mi
-si, -1, -mi
-si, -1, -mi

TABLE 1. Applicative number and forms by language.
A total of twelve different applicative forms were found for this paper: 2 *-xi (-si, -si, -yi), *- Vm V (- ?~m, - em,
-tmi), -as, -Ie, -1, -tuIt, -txwt, *-mi (-min, -min?, -mis, -me?, -bil-i, -~wi, -IJiy, -IJ~), *-ni (-dl), *-n~s
(-el-s, -~s, -tasl-ts), -amk, -m. The proto-forms were reconstructed by Kinkade (1998), and the forms in
parentheses are reflexes. None of the Salishan languages have all twelve applicatives. Rather, each language has at
least two and at most six applicatives. The question arises, however, of the direction in which the applicatives have
changed: have applicatives expanded from two to six, or have they merged from twelve to two?
In exploring this question, I first outline a classification of applicative suffixes based on the type of verb
with which they are associated, and on the thematic role of the direct object (Section 2). Then, I illustrate the two
basic concepts expressed by applicatives (Section 3), and I explore the split between these two concepts (Sections 4
and 5). Finally, I outline the distribution of applicatives in Salishan languages and, on the basis of the foregoing
discussion, draw my conclusion regarding the original number of applicatives in Salishan languages (Section 6).

2.

Classification of applicatives

Applicatives are referred to in the Salishan literature by many different terms, such as transitivizer,
indirective, redirective, relational, relative, substitutive, purposive, benefactive, possessive, and dative. I classify
applicatives by the type of verb with which the applicatives associate and the thematic role of the direct object. The
verb types are motion, psychological event, speech act, and transfer. Examples are as follows:

Example

Verb Gloss

Language

Reference

n~?em-n~s-~

'go to'
'ran after'

(Halkomelem)
(Saanich)

(Gerdts 1988:134)
(MontIer 1986: 168)

Motion
(5)
(6)

2

k w~n~IJa t-n~s-aIJ~s

All applicative forms are shown here without the control transitive morpheme *-nt where separable.

--

r
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r
r
r

Psycholo~ical

(7)
(8)

Event

lhayel-mlt

'ashamed of
'angry at'

(Sechelt)
(Tillamook)

(Beaumont 1985:108)
(Egesdal and Thompson 1998:257)

q way-mi-9i
vya?s-n-n, sv"ya?s-ni-t-n

'scold'
'tell'

(Sliammon)
(Upper Chehalis)

(Watanabe 1996:53)
(Kinkade 1991 :170)

kOu')"n-nit
qada-di-d
iiq-xit
(n)/ne-x-c

'borrow from'
'steal from'
'bring'
'give, hand over'

(Squamish)
(Lushootseed)
(Lillooet)
(Thompson)

(Kuipers 1967:79)
(Bates, Hess and Hilbert 1994)
(van Eijk 1997:115)
(Thompson and Thompson 1996:877)

sv/~s-~s(-s)- w~s-s

Speech Act

r
r

(9)
(10)

r
Transfer

r
r

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

The thenlatic roles of applied objects are theme, goal of motion, dative (goal of transfer), goal of
psychological event, source of motion (starting point), source of transfer, source ofpsychological event (stimulus or
cause), benefactive, malefactive, possessive, location, and instrument. Examples are as follows:

r
r
r

-r
r

(15)
(16)

/kw~),,'-c1

n uyaml-amk-is

'miss'
'sing'

(Lushootseed)
(Bella Coola)

(Hess 1967:17)
(Davis and Saunders 1997:50)

'come at'
'approach'

(Saanich)
(Shuswap)

(MontIer 1986: 168)
(Kuipers 1992:50)

'give'
'show'

(Halkomelem)
(Thompson)

(Gerdts 1988:90)
(Thompson and Thompson 1980)

'scare'

(Saanich)

(MontIer 1986: 174)

Motion Goal
(17)
(18)

v?~n ?e-nas-~IJ

mymins

Dative (Transfer Goal)
(19)
(20)

?am-as-t-~s

kWi?xtis

Psycholo~ical

Goal

(21)
Motion Source
(22)

lag-a-9ut-mi-9-as

'walk; run out, away from' (Sliammon) (Watanabe 1996)

Transfer Source

r

(23)
(24)

c~w'u-ni-9-as

kw'fmels-nit

Psycholo~ical

(25)
(26)

r

Benefactive

r
r

r

r
r

(27)
(28)

(Sliammon)
(Sechelt)

(Watanabe 1996)
(Beaumont 1985:102)

'ashamed of
'afraid of

(Sechelt)
(Sechelt)

(Beaumont 1985:108)
(Beaumont 1985:102)

'bake for'
'cut for'

(Halkomelem)
(Lushootseed)

(Gerdts 1988:90)
(Hess 1967:43)

Source (Stimulus)

lhayel-mlt
ch 'asxem-mlt

r
r

'steal from'
'borrow from'

q 'w~l-alc- t-;JS
/lft-i-d!
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Malefactive

};px w-a?am-8-as
?uqwe?xems

(29)
(30)

'break
'drink'

(Sliammon)
(Thompson)

(Watanabe 1996)
(Thompson and Thompson 1980)

Possessor
(31)
(32)

l;)w- ?:lm-8-as
kwu a-ks-txl-:ll-t-im

'take my... '
(Sliammon)
'take care of my... ' (Okanagan)

kiis-b-i-d
v'ylis-mn, sv'ylis-mis-n

'stand up beside' (Lushootseed)
(Hess 1967:29)
'fix, work on, work at' (Upper Chehalis) (Kinkade 1991:176)

(Watanabe 1996)
(N.Mattina 1993)

Location
(33)
(34)

Instrument
(35)

tx-amk-is

'use ... to cut with' (Bella Coola)

(Davis and Saunders 1997:55)

Based on the semantic analysis of the data, I conclude that there were two applicatives in Proto-Salish and
that these were supplemented or replaced in the various daughter languages. Nevertheless, the original semantic
distinction between the two types holds.

3. Analysis of two basic types of applicative
According to the classification based on the type of verb and the thematic role of the applied object, we see
that we can divide applicatives into two groups. One type of applicative attaches to motion verbs, psychological
events, and speech act verbs, and also marks the verb for transfer source and location. The other type marks the
verb for dative, benefactive, malefactive, and possessive. All the applicatives fall into two major categories,
redirective and relational, which are illustrated below.
In the redirective construction, the applied object, that is, the direct object in the applicative construction, is
redirected to non-theme nominal. The applied objects ofredirectives typically share the property of dative (transfer
goal), benefactive, malefactive, and possessive. I have adopted the cover term 'redirective' for this type of
applicative following Kinkade (1980:33).
There are eight distinctive forms ofredirectives in Salishan languages: *-xi, *- Vm~ -as, -Ie, -1, -tlilt,
- tx wt, and -amk. In Northern Interior Salish and Central Salish, with the exception of Halkomelem, there is only
one redirective. The most widespread redirective is *-xi. In the following examples in Northern Interior Salish, *
xi marks the verb for benefactive (36), dative (37), and possessive (38):

qWinxfen Ilqwin-xi-t-si-enll

'I spoke for you. '
(van Eijk 1997: 115)

Lillooet
(37)

iiq-xit

'to bring something to somebody'
(Kuipers 1992:49)

Shuswap
(38)

pet-xt-s t;) xkwlustn-s

--

(Thompson and Thompson 1980)

Thompson
(36)

--

'he has [OBJECT]'s (parent's) eyes'

In Sliammon-Comox and Sechelt, there is no reflex of *-xi. Instead, *-VmV is used to mark a verb for
benefactive (39, 41) and malefactive (40) direct objects:
(Watanabe 1996)

Sliammon
(39)
(40)

i;)s- ?:lm-8i t 9;)m ?;) t;) cuy'
m;)k w- ?:lm-8-as ?;) t;) t 9 ?ilt;)n

'I'll punch the kid for you.'
'Somebody ate my food on me.'
(Le., Somebody stole my food from my plate)

-

r

r
r
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r
r
Sechelt

r

r

r
r
r

r
r
r
r

(41)

r

r

Shuswap
(42)

(Kuipers 1992:50)

i~kmins

'go towards'
(Thompson and Thompson 1992:74)

Thompson
(43)

cex-mn-s

(44)

Lillooet
,
,
sq wal-mln

r
r

'Will you (pI.) sell it for me?'

There are five distinct relational forms in Salishan languages: *-mi, *-ni, *-n~s, -amk, -m. The most
widespread relational is *-mi. In Northern and Southern Interior Salish, there is only one relational: *-mi. It
attaches to verbs of motion (42), psychological events (43), and Speech act verbs (44):

r

r

x wuyum- 6m t- ts-a-ehalap-skwa?

The second type of applicative is the relational construction. In the relational construction, a verb makes a
relation to a new entity, and increases the valency as a result. The applied object usually has properties of goal or
direction of motion, goal of psychological event, source, indirect cause of a psychological event (stimuli or causal),
indirect object ofa speech act, or location. This label is from Thompson and Thompson (1992:73).

r

r

(Beaumont 1985:104)

'he is ashamed of her'
(van Eijk 1997:114)

.

'to report on somebody'

r

r
r
r

We see then that there are two main types of applicatives in Salishan languages redirectives and relationals.
When a Salishan language has only two applicatives, it will have one of each type. For example, the Northern
Interior Salish languages (Lillooet, Thompson, Shuswap) have one redirective and one relational. My claim is that
these two types underlie the applicative systems in other Salishan languages as well. 3

r

r
r

4. The split of the redirective
As seen in the previous section, Northern Interior Salish languages have the basic type of redirective: *-xi.
Three Central Salish languages (Sliammon-Comox, Sechelt, Halkomelem) do not have reflexes of the redirective
*-xi. Instead, *- Vm Vis used in Sliammon-Comox and Sechelt. Halkomelem has two forms, -as for dative (45)
and -Ic for benefactive (46):

r
r

Halkomelem

(Gerdts 1988:90)

(45)

ni

?am-Qs-t-~s kW(J~ sqw~mey? ?~

,....

(46)

ni

4w51-Qlc-t-~s I~

r

Gerdts and Hinkson (1996) claim that these applicative markers are actually lexical suffixes in Halkomelem: -as
'face' and -Ie 'belly'.

r

r
r

r

r
r

sleni?

?~ kW(J~ s~plfl

'He gave the dog the bone.'
'He baked the bread for the woman.'

Southern Interior Salish languages also have more than one redirective form. They have reflexes of *-xi, but
they also have other redirectives. The redirective -I appears in all Southern Interior Salish languages, and the
redirective -tul appears in Okanagan, Columbian, and Coeur d'Alene, but not in Spokane/Kalispel. Examples of
the suffixes follow:

r

r
r

(47)

Okanagan
, '
kwu qW~lfw-xt
i? t sfya?

(48)

kwu

qW~lqwfllts

r

(49)

kwu

qW~lqw~ltults

r

kW(J:J s(J'am?

isqwsf? i?

'Pick berries for me.'
k'~l se~nq'a?flse.

j? se~nq'a?flse.

(N.Mattina 1993 (12))

'He talked to my son about his business.'

'He talked to me about his business.' (A.Mattina 1994 (11, 12))

r

r
r

r
r
r
r

3 Bella Coola seems to contradict this claim, although it has two applicatives. One of them, -amk, seems to have
the property of both redirective and relational; -amk does not correlate in form or function with any applicative in
other Salishan languages.
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(Doak 1997:153, 145, 157)

Coeur d'Alene
(50)

6e rWsitn

'I prayed for him.'

(51)

kWfltm xwe slfmce?s

'His daughter was taken from him.'

(52)

ex wuytdltm

'They brought something to him for him.'

Columbian

(Kinkade 1980:33)

(53)

taw-x- t-s

'He bought it for him.'

(54)

taq-l-n

'I bought it from him.'

(55)

kWl~n-tdl-n

'I loaned it to him.'

Spokane
(56)

?flist~n

(57)

xWfcst~n.

(58)

?flilt~n

(Carlson 1980:24)

lu? Albert lu? t sqeltc.

'I ate some meat for Albert.'
'I gave it to him.'

lu? Albert sqeltcs.

'I ate Albert's meat.'

Kalispel

(Vogt 1940:34)

(59)

yesk6pst~m

'I am pushing something (indefinite) for him (definite).'

(60)

yesk6plt~m

'I am pushing it (definite) for him (definite), or I am pushing his... '

The suffix *-xi is used to mark a verb for benefactive in general (47, 50, 56, 59), though Kinkade (1998) dermes
the direct object for *-xi as dative in Columbian (53). The suffix -1 adds a possessor (48, 51, 54, 58, 60), while
-t61 adds a dative direct object (49, 52,55). Spokane/Kalispel uses *-xi to mark dative instead of -t61(57).
Upper Chehalis has three redirective forms: *-xi, *- VmY: and -tux wtl-tx Wt. The semantic differences
among them are not clear from the English glosses, but *-xi marks for dative (61), *- VmVmarks for dative and
benefactive (62), and - tux Wtl- tx wt marks for possessor (63) (Kinkade 1998).
Upper Chehalis
(61)

Ycal-s-n,

(62)

y?una-tmi-x ":

(63)

y?una-tux ..t,


.
(Kinkade 1991:34, 15)

sVcal-si- t- n

'give, give away to'

.

sy?una-tmi- y-n
'ask something for someone'
.
sY?una-tx ..t-n
'ask someone for something'

In Northern Interior and Central Salish, there is only one redirective, with the exception of Halkomelem
which has two redirectives. In Southern Interior Salish, three redirectives are found: *-xi, -1, and t61, except in
Spokane/Kalispel where - t61 is missing. Kinkade (personal communication) remarks that this may be an accidental
gap. The suffix -1 marks the applied object for possessor in general, and -t61marks for dative. Upper Chehalis has
three redirectives: *-xi, *- Vm Y: and - tux wt/-tx Wf. It is interesting to see that Upper Chehalis has *- Vm Y: which
is also found in Sliammon-Comox and Sechelt.
It seems that the concept of redirective has split roughly as shown in Table 2:

Northern Interior Salish
SpokanelKalispel
Other Southern Interior Salish
Upper Chehalis
Halkomelem
TABLE 2. Split of the redirective.

Benefactive

Dative

Possessor

*-xi
*-xi
*-xi
*-VmV
-Ie

*-xi
*-xi
-t61
*-xi, *- VmV
-as

*-xi
-1
-1
-tux wtl-tx wt
{?J

-

-

r
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r

r
r'

r

r

r
r
r
r

r
r

,...
,...
r

I conclude from these facts that *-xi is the Proto-Salish redirective and its use probably paralleled its use in
Northern Interior Salish. It marks the verb for benefactive, dative, and possessor. It was supplemented or replaced
by innovative redirectives in various sub-groups.

s.

The split of the relational

All eighteen languages in the study except Bella Coola have some reflex of *-mi. Northern and Southern
Interior Salish have only the one relational. However, the other languages (Central Salish, Tillamook, Upper
Chehalis) have, in addition, reflexes of either or both of two other relationals: *-ni and *-n~s. In Central Salish,
either *-ni or *-n~s is present beside *-mi, except in Lushootseed where there are three relationals: *-mi, *-ni,
and *-n~s. A central feature of*-ni in Sliammon-Comox, Sechelt, Squamish, and Lushootseed is that it attaches
to a transfer verb, thereby marking a transfer source as direct object (64,65,66,69). The suffix *-ni also associates
with psychological event (67) and speech act (68) verbs, although its occurrence is limited in every language but
Squamish.
Sliammon
(64)

(Watanabe 1996)

c~w'u-ni-9-as ?~ t~

t9 tala

'He stole money from me.'

Sechelt
(65)

(Beaumont 1985: 102)

ehel?ulh-nit

'steal something from someone'

Squamish

(Kuipers 1967:79)

(66)

kOu'An-nit

'borrow from'

(67)

t'a'jaq'-nit

'get angry at'

(68)

txO-t~'ta-nit

'talk about'
(Bates, Hess and Hilbert 1994: 172)

Lushootseed
(69)

qada-di-d

'steal from someone'

The suffix *-n~s usually attaches to motion verbs (70, 71, 72, 73). It associates with psychological events
(74) and speech act verbs (75) in Lushootseed.
(MontIer 1996:262)

Clallam
(70)

kw~n~1Jutngs

en

'I ran after it. '

Saanich

r
(71)

k

(MontIer 1986:168,33)

w~n~1Jat-ngs-8r];)s

sx

w

(Gerdts 1988:90)

Halkomelem
(72)

?i

'You ran after me.'

y~- ?e?w~?-ngs-~s

I;) sleni?

'He's coming toward the woman.'
(Bates, Hess and Hilbert 1994:221, 250, 48)

Lushootseed
(73)

l~t~lawis

(74)

?~sx WakWis;)x

(75)

t~d~x

t~

weuucs

spa?e
w c;)d
tsi?~? b~da?s

'He's running after the bear.'
'I'm tired of it (because it is dull or fatiguing).'
'Therefore, he told his daughter. '

In Tillamook, *-n:AS behaves slightly differently. It attaches to psychological events (76) and speech act
verbs (77):
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Tillamook

(Egesdal and Thompson 1998:257)

(76)

de cV}::Js-es(-s)-w{,s-s

'Are you angry at me?'

(77)

gW::J

'We will speak with you folks.'

tlgw::J}::J~-::Js-wfl-Y::Jl

No examples of *-n::Js are attested with motion verbs.
In Upper Chehalis, *-mi usually attaches to motion verbs (78), while *-ni occurs with psychological events
(79) and speech act verbs (80). It also occurs with transfer verbs; however, the direct object is the theme and not the
source of transfer. The suffix *-n::Js is found with only two stems in Kinkade (1991). One of them is
psychological event, and the direct object is a psychological source (81).
(Kinkade 1991:149,168,170,113)

Upper Chehalis
(78)

tliu-mn,

stliu-mis-n

'come to, come for'

(79)

tI~wfy-n-n,

stI~wfy-ni-t-n

'threaten someone'

(80)

tlya?s-n-n "

stlya?s-ni-t-n

'tell something (the story) to someone'

(81)

tlqwan-ts,

stlqwan-tas-n

'afraid of

The suffix *-mi is found in all eighteen languages, and *-ni and/or *-n::Js share the concept of relational
with *-mi in Central Salish, Tillamook, and Upper Chehalis. The rough split of the concept relational is shown in
Table 3:

Northern Interior Salish
Southern Interior Salish
Other Central Salish
Lushootseed
Tillamook
Upper Chehalis

Motion

Psychological

Speech act

*-mi
*-mi
*-mi, *-n::Js
*-n::Js
*-mi
*-mi

*-mi
*-mi
*-mi, *-ni
*-mi, *-n::Js
*-mi, *-n::Js
*-ni, *-n::Js

*-mi
*-mi
*-mi,
*-n::Js
*-n::Js
*-ni

Transfer (Source)

f2J
f2J
*-ni
*-ni
f2J
f2J

TABLE 3. Split of the relational.
No examples of*-mi, which marks the transfer source for its applied object, are found in Northern Interior
Salish, Southern Interior Salish, Tillamook, or Upper Chehalis. Thus, this concept seems to be an innovation in
Central Salish. Note that (a) *-mi is the most widespread relational form; (b) *-mi attaches to motion,
psychological, and speech act verbs in Northern, Southern, and Central Salish; and (c) a new concept seems to have
emerged.
6.

Conclusion

According to the analysis provided in the previous sections, the twelve applicatives in Salishan languages
can be divided into two basic categories, redirective and relational, as shown in Table 4.
Northern Interior Salish has the general pattern of one redirective applicative and one relational applicative.
In Southern Interior Salish, the redirective is split into three, while retaining one relational. In Central Salish, the
relational is split into two (except in Lushootseed) while one redirective is retained (except in Halkomelem).
Tillamook has the same pattern as Central Salish, although -::JS behaves slightly differently from other reflexes of
*-n::Js in Central Salish. Upper Chehalis is a combination of Southern Interior and Central Salish with respect to
the pattern of the applicative split. It has three redirective applicatives as in Southern Interior Salish, and three
relational applicatives as in Lushootseed.
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In conclusion, I claim that Proto-Salish had two types of applicatives: the redirective *-xi and the relational
*-mi. These were supplemented or replaced by innovative applicatives in various sub-groups. As we have seen in
the case of Upper Chehalis, the distribution of applicatives in Salishan languages is a geographical as well as a
genetic development.
Subgroup

Language
I

r

r
r
r
r
r

r
r

Northern
Interior
Salish
Southern
Interior
Salish

r
r

r
r

Central
Salish

r
-r
r
r
r

Tillamook
Tsamosan

Lillooet
Thompson
Shuswap
Okanagan
Columbian
Coeur d'Alene
Spokane
Kalispel
Sliammon-Comox
Sechelt
Squamish
Clallam
Saanich
Halkomelem
Lushootseed
Tillamook
Upper Chehalis

Redirective #:
Redirective
Relational #
1:1
*-xi
1:1
*-xi
1:1
*-xi
3:1
*-xi, -I, -luI
3:1
*-xi, -I, -tuI
3:1
*-xi, -I, -luI
2:1
*-xi, -I
2:1
*-xi, -I
1:2
*-VmV
1:2
*-VmV
1:2
*-xi
1:2
*-xi
1:2
I *-xi
2:2
-as, -Ic
1:3
*-xi
1:2
*-xi
3:3
*-xi, *- Vm \1,
- tux wtl_ tx wt

Relational

j

*-mi
*-mi
*-mi
*-mi
*-mi
*-mi
*-mi
*-mi
*-mi,
*-mi,
*-mi,
*-mi,
*-mi,
*-mi,
i,
i,
*-mi,

*-ni
*-ni
*-ni
*-n;JS
*-n;JS
*-n~s

*-ni, *-n;Js
*-n;Js
*-ni, *-n;JS

TABLE 4. Distribution of applicatives
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